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JORDAN:

Welcome to The Art of Charm; I m Jordan Harbinger. The Art of
Charm brings together the best coaches in the industry to teach
you guys how to crush it in life, love, and at work. Imagine
having a mix of experienced mentors teaching you their
expertise, packing decades of research, testing, and tough
lessons into a concise curriculum. We ve created one of the
premiere men s lifestyle programs available anywhere, and it s
free. This is the show we wish we had a decade ago. This show
is about you, and we re here to help you become the best man
you can be in every area of your life. Make sure to stay up to
date with everything going on here and get some killer free
eBooks as well as drills and exercises that ll help you become
more charismatic and confident by signing up for the
newsletter at t heartofcharm.com.
If you re new to the show but you want to know more about
what we teach here at The Art of Charm, listen to the Toolbox at
theartofcharmpodcast.com/toolbox. That s where you ll get the
fundamentals of dating and attraction such as body language,
eye contact, vocal tonality, all that stuff that s more important
than you might think. We ve got boot camps running every
single month here in California. Details at t heartofcharm.com
and I m looking forward to meeting all of you guys here at The
Art of Charm. Enjoy.
Hey guys, welcome to a special Toolbox episode, including AJ
Harbinger from The Art of Charm. We re going to be talking
about meeting women and how it s more about mindset than
location. But we re going to tackle location, the easy one this
week, with a show about where to meet women. So if you re
slumming it or whatever, here s where you can meet quality
women. You know who you are. We re going to talk about how
to meet women at bars and clubs as well as the grocery store,
some other areas you ve never even thought about, using Yelp

and other tricks to make yourself a high value customer, how to
party with the staff and become an inside guy in a venue, as
well as meaning women online, at yoga, or another exercise
class, and a few other places that will likely surprise you. So
enjoy this episode of the Toolbox, including AJ from The Art of
Charm.
All right guys, welcome back. We get a lot of this question from
guys who have moved to a new city and they want to hit the
ground running which is, Where do I meet women? and a lot
of times it s a crutch excuse where guys actually don t have
maybe the right skillset or they don t have the right mindsets
but at least we can get rid of one objection which is you don t
know where to meet women. So, we ve got AJ in studio here.
AJ:

What s up, guys?

JORDAN:

And we are going to help you fill in some blanks on where you
can meet high quality women, not just the gross ones that
you ve probably been slumming it with.

AJ:

Well, we ll start with the easy one, bars and nightclubs.
Everyone knows it s where you can meet women but a lot of
guys fret over which ones to go to and don t want to waste a lot
of time. So, I m going to give you guys a couple tricks to one,
find the right venue to meet quality women, and two, to set
yourself up for success within the venue. Number one, nightlife
is a social environment. So anyone who goes out is going to be
used to being approached and being social. That s legitimately
why we get ready to go out and have fun.
So the important thing is to realize that you re not going to be
rejected just by talking. That s why this is a great venue, you
can easily talk to a lot of people in one night and get a lot of
opportunities in that you probably couldn t get at the park or
even at the mall sometimes. So, bars and clubs are a great place
to start. Number two, the most important thing, you yourself
need to be going out to have fun. So, obviously we need to find
venues that we re comfortable in, not venues where we re not

going to like the music, we might not like the atmosphere, and
we re certainly not going to like the crowds. One of the tricks
that you can do to find the perfect venue for you is to go on Yelp
which reviews bars and restaurants and numerous services,
including The Art of Charm, and do a little research. Hop on
Yelp, type in bar with your zip code and then start looking for
the bars that have better reviews. That s first and foremost.
Whoever has good reviews is probably going to get a lot of
clientele and people are going to enjoy hanging out there, so
that s good.
The second thing is dig a little deeper. So,now that you ve gone
through the reviews, look for reviews with hot girls. We want
girls reviewing the place positively. We don t just want bros
being like, Yeah, they have cheap beer and the bathroom
doesn t smell like piss. We want girls saying, I had a lot of fun
here. Me and my girlfriends were taken care of. We did a
birthday party, so places that have birthday parties and
bachelorette parties tend to be places where women feel
comfortable and safe, which obviously is where we want to be.
We don t want to be in a dive bar where we re only going to have
one or two opportunities.
JORDAN:

Right. Now what about once we find the bar that we dig or
matches our target demographic, if you will, how do we get to
be a cool regular there or is that important at all?

AJ:

Yeah, it s very important that basically you set up a few places
as home base. It s going to help quite a bit if they re close to
your house, so that this way you have an easy way to meet lots
of people and then bounce them back for maybe an after party
or maybe it s her, bounce her back to your place. So, you want to
find bars within our area through the Yelp search,
predominantly bars that women enjoy, and there s a few that
we go to in fact, with our guys in L.A. and that s how we found
[00:04:54] venues. So this trick works. Then, once we get to the
bar, we want to get there a little bit early. The first couple times
we re going to check out the bar, get there before it s slammed,
before the staff can t really interact with you because they re

just hustling so many drinks. In fact, Johnny and I just did this
last weekend. We went out to a new bar that opened up in
Hollywood, we got there early, and we propped down at the bar
and we just started shooting the **** basically, with the
bartenders. We asked, What s the drink specials like? What s
the crowd like? How long have you guys been open? just little
simple things like that that allow us to get the conversation
going with the bartender. Then of course, guys who know the
show, we bantered with her.
JORDAN:

Yeah.

AJ:

We started to banter a little bit, put a smile on her face, and then
we realized, once it got a little more crowded, that we were
going to bounce out. But we laid the groundwork. So now we
start meeting the staff and when the staff recognizes you as a
fun person who s not the one snapping their fingers at them or
yelling, Hey chief, get me a drink, but instead making it easy
on their night, then they re going to remember your face and
serve you first.

JORDAN:

Right, so that s kind of an important don t right there. You can
go in early, you can banter with the bartender and stuff like that
and the staff, but it s probably bad news to then turn into like,
Ugh, that guy again? These guys? These guys are annoying.
What are some ways that we can shoot ourselves in the foot?

AJ:

Well, we can then demand attention or expect the attention
when things are really slammed. You have to understand staff
are working. So, it s our job to make their job easier because
then we stand out in a positive way. So we chatted up the door
guy who checked our ID and then we told him, Yeah we like
the place, we ll be back. So we just set up a little bit of being on
their radar in a positive way. Then, after going there a few
times, getting to know the staff, start to recognize faces, pay
attention to other people that tend to go there a lot.
They are the regulars and the locals. They re kind of the
gatekeepers as well. So if you think of the staff as the ultimate

gatekeeper to getting good service and not having to wait in
line or not having to wait for a drink. Then the regulars, by
proxy, are the staff s closest buds. So if you re in cool with them,
then naturally the whole group of staff is going to open up to
you more and that s literally what happened in the nightclub
episode. In the nightclub episode we talk a lot about this with
Derek as well.
We met Derek through a friend and the introduced us to a few of
the regulars, and the next thing you know, everyone who goes
to the club frequently was aware of us and we became the cool
people. So that s setting up a bar to work for you. Now, once
you re a local and a regular, we re going to use a little thing
called propinquity. This is a scientifically based way to build
attraction. People like other people that they see quite a bit of.
So if you think about that girl that lives on your floor or maybe
your coworker who when you first met them you weren t like,
Oh, my God, she s drop dead gorgeous, but probably the second
month working with her, you re like, Wow.
JORDAN:

She grows on you.

AJ:

Yeah, exactly. So, use this to your advantage. Be the person that
hangs out at the bar that s always seen having fun and you re
naturally going to see other people start to gravitate to you over
time. And by the four weeks of going there maybe once a night
and spending a little bit of money, you re going to have the
regulars working for you, the staff working for you, and then
you take care of the staff. This is also very, very, very important.
You need to tip well. And tipping well, typically, is 20%. I know
it sounds like a lot, but honestly that s going to go a long way
towards those crazy slammed nights where next thing you
know, you can t get a drink for an hour or maybe you brought a
girl that you really want to impress there and all of a sudden
you re waiting like all the other schmoes.

JORDAN:

Right. It s kind of funny too because when you think, Twenty
percent? I m not made out of money. It s usually a dollar, when
you do the math.

AJ:

Right, it s like a dollar or two a drink if you open a tab, it s
always 20. The great thing about that is you set yourself up so
much more than the guys who are scrimping over 50 cents on a
beer or just giving her a couple bucks. And next thing you
know, when the staff is having fun and letting loose a little bit,
guess what? They re pouring you a shot or they re comping you
a drink on the house because they know you ve always taken
care of them.

JORDAN:

I can add as well to Yelp -- I m sort of obsessed with Yelp and
my girlfriend s obsessed with Yelp too. So when we write Yelp
reviews for a bar or even a dinner place, good or bad, if we have
bad service, a lot of times the manager answers. So I ll be like,
This place is awesome. I went here on a Tuesday night and the
service was cool and the drink was really good and I had a great
steak and I had them put something on there that the chef
recommended and it was amazing. You should always get that,
and then the manager or the owner will be like, Hey, next time
you re in ask for me. My name is Jeremy. I ve got a gift for you.
And you ll go back and they ll be like -I ve had everything from, Here s some free dessert, to, Here s a
drink on the house, to, We re just going to comp your whole
meal for your girlfriend and you, because that Yelp review was
awesome and it made all the staff look good in front of the
manager. There s places that I still go to that I Yelp reviewed a
year ago were routinely 33-50 percent of my check is taken off
and anything new the chef is working on comes to the table for
free because they re just like, This is a guy who constantly
gives us props. Another thing I ve done is made comments,
Hey don t listen to this bad review. This guy obviously didn t
order the fish, or whatever. And they love that because Yelp is
something that is so far outside their control and usually
people only complain on Yelp.

AJ:

Right. So you re setting yourself up in the positive light that
again, is going to make you memorable. So that s bars and
nightclubs. Obviously everyone knows we have tons of

podcasts dedicated to that. But I know some guys ***** and
moan saying, I don t really like bars, I don t like really like
clubs, but I want to set myself up for success in meeting
people. That s great but the one last thing I want you guys to
think about when it comes to bars and clubs is ask the staff
where they go to hang out. If they re not working, what are
some venues they go to? If you just moved into town, that s a
very normal question. Hey I m checking out the area, I really
like the vibe of this bar. Can you recommend any other places?
and you re probably going to have a lot of fun in the venues
where nightlife industry people go. Because naturally, that s a
great environment. They don t tend to go to bars that suck. They
actually have a lot more knowledge about nightlife than you do,
so use that to your advantage.
JORDAN:

Yeah, sometimes you ll go out -- especially when I m in San
Francisco or another town that I don t know that well yet, I ll
ask at a restaurant, Hey we want to go out for a drink after this.
Where should we go? and the staff usually goes, Well,
everybody goes next door to blah, blah, blah but honestly our
staff goes down this street, through this alley, and in this place,
and it s got like seven seats but it s all the bartenders from all
the hotels after hours go there because that bartender pours the
best drinks in town or makes specialty cocktails. So now you re
in this cool place that s not overpriced with every bartender
from the Hilton all the way up to Mandarin Oriental, and you re
not paying for crappy Bud Light on draft.

AJ:

And now you re in their circle. So now not only the bartenders
at your favorite bar like you but bartenders at other bars that
you haven t been to see you as the cool, in the know guy. That s
going to position yourself well for actually getting involved in
the nightlife industry if that s what you re interested in, using
that hook up. Now, once we actually get to the bar, and we re
having a good time, we got to know the staff, we also want to set
ourselves up for success within the bar. I like to work smart not
hard, which means, when I m going out, I don t want to put in a
lot of effort running around, chasing women.

And a lot of guys on are field nights here at The Art of Charm
programs also get in this rut where you basically start doing
laps around the bar and only look for lone wolf or a couple girls
here or there. Instead, pick an area that s right next to a high
traffic area. So, if we can picture the bar, most bars will have
what I call an elbow. That s where two corners of the bar meet.
Those tend to be really highly trafficked areas where people
will go and order beverages and easily squeeze in and out of the
bar. So post up around that area and just naturally from the flow
of the bar, people are going to be in your party zone -- your
party bubble we call it, which is basically arm's length.
So if you re having fun in a moderately highly traffic area or just
outside of it so you re not getting bumped, you re going to
encounter a hell of a lot more people than you would hanging
out in the corner with your buddies at a table or even against
the wall. And now, if you noticed, I haven t really moved. I ve let
the room work to me.
So typically this area, the elbow of the bar is a great area, or go
towards the middle of the bar but stand about three feet away
from the bar. Which is great because whenever someone orders
a drink, what s the first thing they do? They turn away from the
bar and then they re going to see you.
JORDAN:

Oh, right.

AJ:

And if they see you first, having a good time, it s very easy to get
a casual conversation going. Toss out a banter line. You look
like trouble. What are you drinking? It s very easy to get that
interaction going versus working up all the courage you have to
walk across the room to that one girl. And once people start
seeing fun form around you, they re going to start moving
towards you. So you re going to become the center of attention.
And if you do this week in and week out, by the time a month
rolls around, you re going to see a lot of familiar faces, girls are
going to be getting in your area instead of you chasing girls,
which ultimately is an approach. So now you ve had the bar
work for you and I feel so bad when we go out and we see other

guys running programs or other single guys who just think
you ve just got to chase these girls around the bar.
JORDAN:

Yeah, just show up and run after them and eventually one of
them will give up and succumb.

AJ:

Right, and what ends up happening is you send out a lot of red
flags to the rest of the girls, being like, I don t want to be the
next target for him. Instead of you re situated in an area where
lots of people can see you but people are just casually
conversing with you, you can run the same amount of game
without actually being called out on it. That s the thing. It s a lot
more stealth and it s just a lot more fun. I choose to work out
during the day, not at night. I don t need to be running laps, I m
not trying to do cardio when I m going out trying to meet
people. So that s how we set ourselves up for success within the
venue.

(COMMERCIAL BREAK)
AJ:

Okay, so that s nightlife. I m sure a lot of guys are like, Yeah
okay, AJ. We get it, night life is a great place to meet women.
But there are a few other things that I think a lot of guys don t
think about that allow you to sharpen your skills outside of
meeting women, but also allow the potential to be social with
plenty of women that you probably wouldn t be normally
meeting in your everyday life.

JORDAN:

Yeah, where else can we do it? Because a lot of guys are like,
I m not a bar and club guy, or, I live in Boise, well probably
not Boise but, bum**** Egypt or whatever, like Canada, Where
else can I do? or, I hate drinking, or, I can t stand noise.
There s a million reasons that people don t want to go to bars
and clubs, usually it s anxiety and they re masking it with
another excuse but we ll let that slide for now.

AJ:

There s two categories there. There s the category of I m
helpless, I live in a city where no one lives. I can t really help
you there other than sending you some moving information

and maybe a company that will help you pack your stuff but
quite honestly, set yourself up for success. Don t cry about your
situation. If you don t live in an area that has social
environments or some of the other things we re going to talk
about, then maybe you should think about relocating and
making your commute to work a little bit longer. You can t
expect an endless stream of women to be at your door if you
live in the middle of nowhere. So, set yourself up within a city
that s small to large sized but has a social energy to it. Some of
these cities like Boca Raton, unless you re retired, you re
probably not going to be meeting girls in your demographic.
JORDAN:

Right. Well, it depends on what your demographic is. But yeah, I
get you.

AJ:

But most small to medium sized towns will have a few of these
scenes, one of them being the art scene. Most small towns, even
when we lived in the suburbs of Detroit, there were coffee shops
and small art galleries.

JORDAN:

College towns have this a million times over.

AJ:

And they would host events, weekly or bi-weekly, where a new
artist would showcase his material and you d see a lot of artists
who are in the know, but then also people who ve picked up the
local paper that advertises these events. The great part about
art nights is, as I said, it brings a diverse group of people but it
also makes it easy to strike up a conversation. Most people
there aren t going to know each other. They came for the art. So
it s really easy for you to make a comment, make an observation
about the art. Does it move you? Do you not understand it?
And even make your way over to the artist. By showing the
artist who s put his stuff up for display a little bit of respect and
giving him some value -- Hey, great job. I really like this work. I
really like this one piece, naturally everyone else in the room is
going to see that this is a col calibrated guy. That s what we re
going for. Now, the great part about this is if you find a bar
nearby before -- do a little prep -- you can bounce people from

the art gallery when things start to wind down, and be like,
Hey, I know this great place down the street. Let s grab a
drink.
So now you have an easy thing to talk about, to get the
conversation going with women, and you have a bounce
strategy, someplace to take them. And in venues like this, I ve
found that it s always easier to approach groups of two or more.
If someone s alone that means either their significant other or
their friend is getting a drink or in the bathroom and then you
seem a little sharky.
JORDAN:

Right.

AJ:

Or they maybe just don t want to be socialized with, which is
fine. In groups of two or more, if it doesn t go well, you can
easily bounce without the one person feeling weird or awkward
and you can easily ask them how they know each other, how d
they find out about this event, whereabouts in the city do they
live? These are all normal easy questions for you to figure out
hey, are they on a date? Is he with her? Or is it just two girl
friends or is it a guy that is her coworker? This is very easy
conversation that happens in all of these art venues all the
time. So now we ve diversified. We re not just trolling bars
which can be a lot of work and I know not everyone s
comfortable in bars, so that s fine.

JORDAN:

Okay, that makes sense. And then you kind of just bounce them
out to another place that the girl and the random beret wearing
guy that they came to the art thing with to another place. And
what happens if you blow it, you can always move on to
something else because it s not a high pressure environment.
It s not that social by nature.

AJ:

Yeah, and the great part about it is it s not a venue that you re
probably going to be returning the same people over. Different
galleries have different types of art. So, it s probably not going
to be the same groups of people every week, the quote unquote
regulars at the bar that you don t want to blow it with. Art

nights attract people who are only interested in that art and if
it s photography or painting, it changes. So there s a lot more
diversity there. And people who don t enjoy nightlife as well,
are still going to check out an art show, are still going to be
invited by their friend. So you re not going to get the typical
bottle rats or gold digging girls or some of the stereotypical
women that obviously only go to bars that we re not interested
in. This is going to attract a group of people who have some sort
of culture to them or are a little more tapped into the
community.
JORDAN:

Sure, okay. What about if I m into active stuff and I don t know
anything or don t care about art?

AJ:

The third thing that I definitely recommend everyone do is get
some rhythm. I m a white boy, I don t know how to dance
myself. I took a little bit of dancing when I was younger but over
time I ve picked up a few moves that are my go to moves so it
works out great when I m in a bar. I m comfortable dancing. But
if you aren t, take a dance class. And why? Because they re
predominantly women in these dance classes. If you go to a
salsa class, check out an intro class, you re going to see that
more than half the class is women.
So now, not only do you get a chance to flirt with some women
who you again, can invite to other events, but you re also going
to get practice on your footwork in leading, which is a very
important skill when it comes to meeting and attracting
women. Women want to be led and if you can feel comfortable
leading someone through a dance move like a salsa or
something along those lines, naturally the physical component
and the leading component in your dating life is going to come
a lot more easy to you. So we actually encourage a lot of our
guys after their program to hop on a dance class and we get
tons of rave reviews saying it was one of the better decisions
they ve ever made. So even if you re not super drawn to salsa,
this is a great way to find some new people and in a fun activity
which adds to your dating repertoire. No girl has ever seen a
guy dance good and been like, Ugh, turned off.

JORDAN:

Yeah.

AJ:

A guy who knows how to move and have fun is going to be a
turn on.

JORDAN:

Yeah, it s always fun. It s something that most guys can t do. It s
not necessarily mandatory but it definitely -- if you re not a
good talker and you re a good mover, you can still get really,
really far. We actually get letters from guys who are like, I m a
really good dancer but I suck at everything else, and they re
still like, I m having sex with lots of girls and then they don t
like me, and I m like, Okay, we re starting from a slightly
different place than most people who write in.

AJ:

That s funny how we typically have one guy on every program
who loves the dance floor and then we have a handful of guys
who are afraid of the dance floor.

JORDAN:

Yeah.

AJ:

You want to be somewhere in the middle. Not afraid of it but
necessarily not the greatest dancer. You don t have to be that.
But you want to at least feel comfortable with moving and not
being embarrassed. A lot of us have shame tied to our old dance
moves or maybe into high school or middle school it didn t
work out so well for us on the dance floor. But going to a class
and getting over that embarrassment and learning how to
touch and lead are very important skills to have when we re
trying to meet and attract women.

JORDAN:

Absolutely. And of course there s tons of girls in the classes and
that s always fun too because you can make friends with them.
Don t try to **** where you eat though. Maybe make friends
with those girls but not try to date every girl in your dance
class.

AJ:

Right, the important thing is to set yourself up as the guy who
has options and is fun so that you bring them into your life and

encourage them to bring their friends into your life. So again, if
you do the leg work and you know about an art gallery opening
and you re in your salsa class and you say, Hey, I m checking
out this gallery opening, why don t you bring a few of your
friends? Now all of a sudden you re the connector. You re more
sought after than just the guy who s like, Hey, what s up? or
shamelessly hitting on everyone for the date. It s not all about
just getting every single girl you meet into bed, it s about
creating a vibrant social life that s going to welcome in more
girls than you know how to handle.
JORDAN:

Nice, and what about guys who are like, All right, I m definitely
not going to dance classes because that s terrifying slash I don t
want to do it and I don t like art. What do I do?

JORDAN:

This is pretty much common sense at this point if you listen to
the show. Women love humor. Humor can open people up,
laughter is nature s medicine. So sharpening your wit is going
to be a great way for you to get better at flirting and attracting
women. So, another thing we encourage guys to do is take an
improv class. An improv class is just entry level comedy. It s
you in a class playing out silly skits and games that allow you
to think on your feet and think on your feet in a humorous fun
way.
And for a lot of guys who are analytical, maybe you re in front of
the computer all day, you re engineer, or even you re in the
military and you don t really get a chance in a professional way
to be humorous or crack jokes, it can be hard if you then have to
go out to the bar and try to stretch those muscles. So, improv is
a great way to meet fun, laid back people, lots of women
included, and a great way for you to sharpen your banter skills,
which are going to be very important when you actually do
approach and start talking to these women.
Not only that, it s really easy to become part of that social circle
in a class like that. Why? Because you re doing embarrassing
things and any time you do embarrassing things in front of
other people, you naturally become more connected to them.

So if you are looking to really energize your social circle in a
new town, maybe you graduated or got a new job and you don t
really know anyone, join an improv class, join a dance class,
where you are going screw up, you are going to **** some ****
up here or there, but so is everyone else. So naturally at the end
of the class, they ve all kind of put themselves out there a little
bit more so they re going to more willing to hang out with you
outside of class. They re going to feel more connected to you
naturally. And this is a phenomenon that we even see happen
in our classes here, where guys stay with us for a week. You do
a couple things, you make a couple mistakes in front of some
other people, they re making mistakes, and by the end of the
week, you guys are so close you feel like brothers. The same
effect happens in an improv class and a dance class where
you re learning a new skill and making mistakes.
JORDAN:

Excellent. And now what about the obvious offshoot of that,
which is meeting women online? It s not an offshoot of improv
but everybody s meeting girls online. If you re not doing online
dating, you re missing a lot of opportunities.

AJ:

Yeah, I know for a fact that online dating has really caught fire
here in L.A and pretty much every woman I ve come across in
the past six to eight months is on Tinder. Now, I know it might
not be all over the world yet, unfortunately, but women are
online dating. The stigma is gone and people are actively
pursuing their potential dates online. And some of these apps
like Tinder allow you to set up a profile pretty much instantly.
So if you re not doing it then you re definitely depriving yourself
of a real channel to meet women.

JORDAN:

Tinder is really good and there s actually a bunch of stuff that
we have on our site that s like hacking -- in fact, some of the
guys in the alumni group talk about hacking Tinder and it s
pretty brilliant. Some of their strategies are pretty brilliant and
there s a lot of advantages you can have to meeting women
online if you already have your proverbial **** together from
listening to the show and putting that stuff into practice

because obviously if you get a date and you don t know how to
behave, you re back to square one. But it s really easy to meet
lots of girls in high numbers online and then if you have your
stuff together you can really knock it out of the park. Do we
have any tips for guys, like quick tips? Obviously we should do
a whole show on meeting women online but do we have any
quick tips for guys that they can sort of dive into right away?
AJ:

Yeah, in my experience there s three layers or levels to this.
People who end up paying for an online dating site tend to
really be seeking commitment. So if you think you re going to
hop on Match and just find a bunch of **** buddies for one
night stands, you re doing it wrong. You re in the wrong location
for that. OKCupid is one of those free online dating sites that
tends to attract a younger crowd and tends to be more of the
hook up culture, and then there s Tinder which is minimal
effort on both parties part.
So essentially, she may like your picture, she may ping you
back, but some girls hopped on Tinder on a drunken night or
their friends set it up and then they forget about it. So, it s
really, really low effort but if you get good at crafting a profile,
which I ll break down in a minute, and also sending some
message that stands out, you re going to destroy compared to
all these other guys and we ve actually had a few of our alumni
create female profiles just to see what s being sent on Tinder, to
do a little reverse engineering and see what the competition is
doing. And it really is pretty laughable.

JORDAN:

Yeah, it s usually like, Hey, what s up? or, Are you DTF?

AJ:

Or just like, You re gorgeous, --

JORDAN:

Yeah.

AJ:

-- which, obviously, if you re sending to someone that you ve
only seen five pictures, know nothing about their personality,
it s a little off putting.

JORDAN:

And if you spelled gorgeous wrong, which is like 90 percent of
the time they can t spell.

AJ:

So it really is important that you set up a profile that has great
pictures of yourself, and not just headshots. This is something
that a lot of guys screw up. They think, If I just take a picture of
my abs and then the rest of them will be headshots, I m good.
She wants to see your whole body, head to toe. So you need to
have a few action shots, preferably of you really enjoying
yourself and doing an activity that you love and are passionate
about. I m not asking you to fake it. If you re not a rock climber,
don t run to a rock climbing course, take a picture, and get the
hell out of there. Showcase your personality through your
pictures and active pictures tend to kill it. If you have pets,
include them in the photo. That one actually is really surprising
but women respond really well to pictures of you, whether it s
with your cat or your dog. Dogs tend to perform better than cats
but either way, pictures with an animal shows that you re safe
and comfortable and most likely women do enjoy the company
of animals as well. They either like dogs or cats so that s a great
way to again, show a rounded personality.

(COMMERCIAL BREAK)
JORDAN:

And what about those taglines? You usually have a personal
motto or something that goes in there and a lot of people just
choose a cliche or some lame quote or like, Keep on truckin or
whatever.

AJ:

We like to choose something along the lines of banter -- silly,
playful, and a bit ironic. We want it to be something that if she
reads it, she probably hasn t read before, she hasn t seen it on
another guy s profile. So we re projecting that we re fun and hey,
for us, maybe even Tinder was a whim as will.
So your tagline and photos are going to be the most important
and then on Tinder especially, what she s going to be looking
for is do you guys have similar interests and hopefully you guys
have a couple mutual connections. Someone in your vast social

circle is connected to her in some way. That s going to build
that trust, that s going to allow her to feel safe enough to give
you the phone number and actually meet up. Now, the one thing
that is really funny about this is a lot of guys then go on these
Tinders and the dates go awful and they just kind of write those
girls off.
JORDAN:

Right.

AJ:

You should not be writing off any woman that you bring into
your life, even if it s romantically. This is very important. The
more women you just have in your life, in your social circle, the
more opportunities you re going to have, period. So, even if
maybe she was a dud, you should definitely friendzone her and
keep inviting her out to fun stuff and keep it friendly, but don t
continue to flirt and push it forward physically.
That s really important because if you are starting a social
circle in a new city, you don t know very many people, and all of
a sudden you only have a couple guy friends and that s it, what
happens if you re trying to throw a dinner party and invite a girl
that you re really interested over and you don t have anyone
there or it doesn t seem clear that you re comfortable around
women? So, don t disregard those women who you don t fall in
love with on the Tinder date or the OKCupid date. Keep them in
your social circle, keep inviting them to the fun bar nights and
the art nights that you re going to, just make sure that you keep
the physical to a minimum.

JORDAN:

Okay. So you can friend zone these girls almost on purpose.

AJ:

Yeah, ideally what you want to have is you want to have a social
circle that s 60 percent men, 40 percent women, and that means
some of these women that you met online keep in the loop.
That s all it means. And then ultimately, once you have a
balanced social circle like that, it s going to be very easy to
welcome more people into your life. So we want to make sure
that we re not just going 1-0 with every girl. Because there s a
good chance that she might have a friend that s perfect for you,

and if you were able to have a good time even though there
wasn t chemistry, she s going to remember that you re just a
cool guy.
JORDAN:

Okay. Guys right now are like, Okay, what do I say when I have
Tinder? Can we just give them a couple of things?

AJ:

Yeah, so here s a great tagline that s been killing it for a couple
of our guys on the family page. The great tagline is, I used to be
afraid of gardening until I decided to grow a pear. It s a play on
words, it s playful, it s silly, and ultimately it showcases that
you don t take yourself too seriously. A lot of guys,
unfortunately with their tagline, are trying hard, trying to
impress. I drive a Maserati, I live here, I m a lawyer, the rest is
handled.

JORDAN:

Right.

AJ:

That type of stuff does not ring true with women. They do not
find that stuff to be attractive, at least not the quality women
that we re going for. So be charming, be witty, and be a little
ironic. Word plays are great. Really tone down the sexual
innuendo. You don t want to position yourself as only DTF.
Although you may be DTF, it s actually going to turn away a lot
of women who would have been DTF and we ve had a number of
guys try this on their Tinders as well and report back with these
same results. So, keep the sexual innuendo until you have a
match. She s looked at your pictures, she said she likes it, and
now you guys are messaging. It s okay to take it sexual there
but don t put it sexual in your profile.

JORDAN:

Okay, great. So you can sort of escalate it but don t broadcast it.

AJ:

Right, and to actually give these greater effect, I think we ll take
these examples and put them in the blog post blurb so you guys
can see exactly what it looks like in writing.

JORDAN:

Okay.

AJ:

But here are some great Tinder openers that we ve had tested
ourselves and our friends have tested that are working really
well. Number one, a nod to what s in her profile is going to go a
little bit further than, Oh, my God, you re hot, or, Oh, my God,
what s up? We ve got to hang out. So you had me at, and then
reference something in her profile, dot, dot dot, let s get
married. It s ridiculous that just by reading her profile you
would propose to her but it s going to set you apart from
everyone else and it s going to show her that you took a split
second of time to actually pay attention. We ve had guys who
just right swipe everyone --

JORDAN:

Right.

AJ:

-- just like, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes match. By taking a
split second and actually having a nod to her profile, she s
going to feel a bit of a stronger connection with you than just
any of these other ones, so that one is gold. The second one that
we love right now is, Will you go to prom with me. A buddy of
mine told me about it and we ve been testing it out and it s
actually killer because it puts her in that mindset of prom, high
school silly and it s a role play that she could easily follow
along with. You can ask her what color the corsage should be, if
you should pick her up in the convertible or the SUV -- there s a
lot of give and take in play that can go on over Tinder just based
on that one line. So that s been killing it in terms of responses.
Another one is, Well, you obviously have great taste. You both
right swiped so you both liked each other. That s pretty silly.
And then just the standard, classic banter line that I like to use,
You look like trouble, smiley face or winky face. And it is very
important that we do use emojis/emoticons because as we
know, written words don t convey the emotion that we re trying
to portray. And for some of these lines where we re trying to be
silly and playful, if you don t add a smile or a winky, it doesn t
perform as well.

JORDAN:

Okay, so make sure to add the winky face and we can definitely
have another show about just online dating or just mastery of

this particular stuff. What about things like the yoga class?
We ve always recommended yoga class but we never really talk
about it.
AJ:

Yeah, I definitely have this mantra of fish where the fish are. So
I want to go to places where there s going to be lots of women to
make it easy on myself. It was so random, basically in college
as a freshman I, on a whim, signed up for a pilates class with
my sister and my mom because they wanted basically to get
this class done over the summer. So I was in between
semesters and was like, Sure, why not? I ll take pilates. I was
the only guy in the class. It was ridiculous. And the girls loved
watching me struggle to do all the different exercises and I had
a good time with it, I was playful. So by the end of it I was
actually chatting up the girls in class more than I was my sister
and my mom. And I realized, Wow, this is a great opportunity
to not only physically work on myself and improve myself, but I
am now meeting girls with zero competition, right?

JORDAN:

Right.

AJ:

Wouldn t you kill to be in a bar where it s just 20 girls and you re
the only option?

JORDAN:

Yeah.

AJ:

Well, that s essentially what a yoga or a pilates class is.

JORDAN:

Yeah, definitely. That s interesting. And a lot of people -- it s
kind of in alignment with a lot of our values. Health is an
important part of being successful in your whole life, not just
with women. So, you re taking care of yourself at the same time
and demonstrating that you re interested in that, and meeting a
bunch of chicks with the same value system.

AJ:

And go to any bar and tell a guy that you re taking yoga and he ll
probably snicker. So most girls are going to be wowed by the
fact that you own your masculinity enough to take a pilates or
yoga class. And a lot of towns have free classes. It s not even

that big of a commitment. I know here in L.A. there s a few
studios that have free classes. There s even outdoor yoga. So,
it s definitely an opportunity for you to again, meet lots of
people, predominantly women, with low effort, not having to get
drunk at a bar for four hours, trolling.
JORDAN:

Right, low investment, high reward, plus a little bonus on the
side there.

AJ:

Now, another one that I don t think I ve ever really heard too
many people talk about and that s volunteering. Mostly women
tend to volunteer. They re the compassionate, caregiver side, a
lot of guys don t or they only maybe do it around the holidays.
But, signing up for an animal shelter or a soup kitchen or
Habitat for Humanity, building something, being physical with
your hands, these are great opportunities to meet really down to
earth, great people. She s not going to be at the bar because
tomorrow morning she s building a Habitat for Humanity home.
Isn t that a high quality woman that you d want in your life? So,
why don t you participate yourself? And you get the added
benefit of helping someone. Helping other people who are less
fortunate that you. It s meaningful work and again, it sets you
up as a hell of a lot more approachable.

JORDAN:

It s a great way to network too because those organizations are
usually full of high value people. So you might be cleaning out a
river or working at some animal thing and then there s
politicians and local people who are really networked, like the
superstar PTA mom who knows everyone in town are also at
those same events or organizing those events. And they re
predominantly women or grown older dudes in a lot of ways, so
if you re a younger guy and you re volunteering and it s you and
your buddy, they re probably going to come up and make it a
point to thank you for being there and be like, How did you
guys hear about this? Thanks for coming by, and then
suddenly they re like, Why don t you join us? You and I did
some sort of stuff like this in Ann Arbor. Not as much
volunteering per se but networking and there was that older
couple that invited us to all those hospital dinners where it was

catered really awesome food and everyone there was a surgeon
or some donor in Ann Arbor and we were just hanging out
drinking and eating for free and chit chatting with people.
AJ:

People that tend to spend their time for meaningful causes or
passions to them, tend to be really well rounded, ideal people in
terms of a mate. So, these are great places to find the right
people. You can definitely find these people in bars and
nightclubs but they re the exception not the norm, versus
volunteering or in a yoga class where they re taking care of
themselves, they re clearly passionate about something. Those,
in my mind, are really clear indicators of people that I want in
my life.

JORDAN:

Awesome. And last but not least, what about just meeting
women out and about?

AJ:

Yeah, I think a lot of other podcasts have been spent on day
game and approaching on the street but honestly, when moving
to a new town and trying to get things going, street can be the
most difficult, so that s why it s last on the list. I really would
encourage you guys to exhaust the other options first, start to
get your feet wet in a music scene, in an art scene, and sign up
for a course of some sort, whether it s physical or dance,
something along those lines.
But, when it comes to meeting people on the street, you ve got
to keep a couple things in mind. Number one, it s a lot less
socially acceptable to approach people on the street. It s very
acceptable to approach someone at an art gallery show or in a
pilates class or even volunteering. Those experiences tend to
have a very big social component to them. But let s be honest,
when you ve got **** to do, you ve got **** to do. And the last
thing that I m trying to do when I m picking up groceries is
really talk to other people or interact. In fact, sometimes I ll
grocery shop with my headphones in. So, it s something to keep
in mind.

It s not impossible and there s definitely strategies to do it but
we re trying to set ourselves up for easy wins, easy success first,
so that s why I d recommend doing this last, once you have all
the other things working for you, you have a social circle, you
have some spots you really enjoy. Keep it brief. We want to
match the energy and add a little bit of energy but we want to
keep it brief. No one has time to hear your life story, no one
wants to sit there for five minutes flirting back and forth if
she s running to the grocery store or she s running to the gym.
So, let her know that you re interested, go for the phone number,
make plans, but don t expect to get in a 20 minute conversation
on the street because it s really not going to happen. Versus
some of these other areas where you can really demonstrate a
lot of your personality while you re at the soup kitchen or while
you re in pilates class or after pilates when you guys are
unwinding. So, just realize that it s a lot more socially
acceptable to approach and be successful in those other areas
before being concentrated on just going out and randomly
hitting on people on the street. Once you have a well rounded
social circle, you re not going to have to worry as much about
constantly inviting people into your life, they re naturally going
to flow into your life.
JORDAN:

Excellent. Thanks so much, man. All right, show feedback and
guest suggestions -- we rely on you guys to help keep our finger
on the pulse. So if you know someone who s a good fit for the
show, let us know at J
 ordanH@theartofcharm.com. Boot camp
details for our live programs also at t heartofcharm.com and
that s where you re going to find links to us on Twitter,
Facebook, and other social media as well. If you re listening to
this but you re not subscribed on iTunes or Stitcher or
something like that, then that needs to change. Getting our
shows delivered free to your phone or computer is the best way
to make sure you don t miss a thing. You can do that by going to
iTunes and searching for The Art of Charm podcast or by going
to t heartofcharm.com/itunes and clicking subscribe. That s
really it.

And you guys can help us. Subscribe on iTunes and give us a
five star rating, write something nice, and we will love you
forever. Just go to i tunes.com/theartofcharm and it ll take you
right there. When you write us a review it not only makes us
feel proud, but it helps keep us up in the ranks so that other
people who can use this information can find the show more
easily to get the credible advice that they need. It s also the best
way to support the show, other than purchasing products and
training from us. So tell your friends, because the greatest
compliment you can give us is a referral to someone else, either
in person, or shared on the Web. Now have a great week, go out
there and get social, and leave everything better than you found
it.

